Limited Promotion: Mesa 2 and Allegro 2/3 Accessories
Ends December 31, 2019

Designed to increase workflow efficiency, the following accessories are available at a discounted rate to allow more users to experience their value. Get more out of Juniper's rugged handhelds and tablets with accessories from Juniper Systems!

**M2 Keyboard – $399**
34% drop from $600  
Part no. 27800

The M2 Keyboard features a full alphanumeric keypad with textured buttons that provide the right amount of tactile feedback, giving users a powerful solution for intensive data entry. Designed for on-the-fly installation, the keyboard quickly snaps onto the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet — no tools needed.

**M2 Dock – $350**
20% drop from $435  
Part no. 26362

The M2 Dock makes it easy to charge the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet, connect to an Ethernet network, and even use the tablet with an external monitor, keyboard, and mouse, just like a desktop.

**M2 Non-powered Locking Vehicle Dock – $125**
34% drop from $189  
Part no. 25415

The M2 Non-powered Locking Vehicle Dock allows users to securely mount the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet in the vehicle, while remaining easily detachable. The dock is compatible with ProClip, Ram Mount, and other 4-hole AMPS pattern accessories.
Mesa 2 Removable Travel Battery Charger – $99
36% drop from $155
Part no. 25679
Charger for Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet removable battery so you can charge a spare separately from the Mesa 2. 12VDC input. LED indicator for charging status. The Mesa 2 Removable Battery Charger can be used with the Mesa 2 20 W Universal AC Power Supply Kit (24076) or 12 VDC Vehicle Charger Cable (12517).

M2 Adjustable Shoulder Strap – $20
40% drop from $35
Part no. 25378
The M2 Adjustable Shoulder Strap provides a quick and comfortable hands-free transportation option for the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet. The strap attaches to any corner attachment loop on the Mesa 2 for easy attachment/detachment from device.

A2 Ethernet Multi-dock for Allegro 2/3 – $660
40% drop from $1,099
Part no. 24198
This 4-bay charging and communications desktop dock provides a central location for docking multiple Allegro 2/3 Rugged Handhelds at once. Includes ports for 12V power, USB Client, and 10/100-BaseT RJ-45 Ethernet.

To order, please contact your authorized Juniper Systems dealer or contact us:
www.junipersys.com/contactus
435.753.1881